
 

 

Carmel International School, Hosur 

Grade:IV         WORKSHEET– 1    Sub:English  

 

I. Write the meaning of following:             (5) 

1. wide  -     2. drest   -     3. Frantically  -     4. genius  -  

5. conjurer  - 

II. Frame sentences of your own for the following words:         (8) 

 

1. Amazed  -    5. Puddles    - 

2. Tricky  -    6. Splashed    - 

3. Scornful    -    7. Choked    - 

4. Empty- headed -         8. Insisted   -  

 

III. Underline the transitive verb and circle the intransitive verbs in these sentences: 

                  (5) 

 

1.  Birju bought a gift for Bonny. 

2.  It was raining heavily. 

3.  Bela heard a knock on the door. 

4.  Ron slept for eight hours. 

5.  Hira climbed up the tree. 

WORKSHEET– 2 

 

I. Write the plural form:           (10) 

1. inch- ___________  2. Class-_____________  3.Guess- _____________ 

4. Dish-___________  5. Match-____________  6. Goose - ____________ 

7. Forest- _________  8. Bone- _____________  9. Sign- ______________ 

10. Cat- ___________ 

 

II. Change the Gender of these nouns:           (5) 

1. Actor- ___________ 2. Master- ____________ 3. God - ____________ 

4. Author - ___________ 5. Fox - ______________ 

 

III. Find and underline the correct answer given in the brackets:        (5) 

1. We went to a (party, parties). 



 

 

2. My school has two (printer, printers) in the office. 

3. I wrote my test using a pen and a (pencil, pencils). 

4. I’m going to the store to buy a (candy bar, candy bars). 

5. The (car, cars) hit a tree. 

 

IV. Rewrite each sentence by changing the gender of nouns:        (5) 

1. The nurse helped her cousin. 

2. The horse stood under the tree. 

3. The Empress of Egypt is a good singer. 

4. This boy is my nephew. 

5. The actress was wearing a beautiful dress. 

WORKSHEET– 3 

I. Write the antonyms of the following:           (10) 

1. Weeping             X   6. Hurried     X 

2.  admired             X   7. Selfish      X 

3.  empty- headed  X            8. Useless     X 

4.  invisible            X   9. Drove       X 

5.  staring               X   10.sick          X 

 

II.   Match the words to their correct meanings:           (6) 

 

 A   B 

 

1. Admire  - a. something which is useful and worth a lot 

2. Weep  - b. to think highly of something 

3. Quarrel  - c. feeling uncomfortable after doing something foolish or wrong 

4. Ashamed  - d. not to be angry with someone anymore 

5. Valuable  - e. to cry 

6. Forgive  - f. fight and argue 

 

III. Answer the following:             (10) 

       

1. Why did Bobbie,Phyllis and Peter go up to the canal bridge? 

2. What does the speaker do when he’s alone at home? 

3. Why did the doctor send messages to the other animals? 

4. Who refused to help the doctor?Why? 

5. Why were little Albert’s parents worried? 

 



 

 

WORKSHEET– 4 

I. Find the meanings for the following:           (5) 

1. force -     2. scornful - 

3. glaring  -     4. Easter  - 

5. flung  -  

 

II. Choose the correct answer:            (5) 

1. Albert’s parents were worried because little Albert was__________ 

a. different   b. sick   c. lazy  

2. Albert wanted to understand mysteries by ___________ 

a. riding bicycle b. asking questions  c. playing violin  

3.Albert got a simple, quite job in a _________ 

a. bank  b. government office c. library 

4.Albert was awarded the Nobel prize in __________ in 1921. 

a. Physics  b. Mathematics  c. Peace 

5. Albert left as many big ___________ 

a. Satellites  b. questions *  c. theories 

 

III. Think and answer:            (10) 

 1. Why were little Albert’s parents worried? 

             2. What were the things that Albert read about? 

 3. Why were Akulya and Malasha dressed in their best clothes? 

 4. What happened when the two girls were playing together in the street? 

 5. How does the speaker describe the world? 

 

IV. Look at these word meanings and write the words. All the words will have one or two 

sets of double letters:              (6) 

 

1. The number or name of the place where you live - __  __  __  __  __  __  __ 

2. The process of preparing food  -  __  __  __  __  ___ __  __ 

 3. A fight between soldiers, aircraft or ships of two opposite sides - __ __ __  __  __  __ 

4. A hot or cold drink or a beverage - ___  ___ ___  ___  ___  ___ 

5. A room where students are taught - ___  __  __  ___  ___  __  ___ ___  ___ 

6. The process of buying, selling, supplying, goods and services.-  __  __  __  __  __  __  __   



 

 

WORKSHEET– 5 

I. Write the parts of speech and meaning of the words given:     (10) 

 

 Word   Part of Speech   Meaning 

 

1. Expensive 

2. Wonderful 

3. Interesting 

4. Tapping 

5. surprise 

 

II.Underline the adjectives and write its types for the following sentences:        (5)            

       1. We saw a short film on wild animals.                 

        2. The class was very noisy.                                     

        3. The officers were busy all day. 

        4. The weather is pleasant today.                    

        5. The deer is a timid animal.                                   

 

III. Match the columns:              (8) 

               A                                        B 

1. country    - Doremon 

2. city    - Brownie 

3. boy    - Jaipur 

4. girl    - Surbhi 

5. continent   - Suresh 

6. cartoon character  - Africa  

7. dog    - Samsung 

8. mobile phone   - India   

        

IV. Circle the plural form of each noun:           (6)  

    

          1. Journeys    journey  2. Teeth   tooth  

3. Boxes    box   4. Potato  potatoes  

          5. Ladies   lady   6. Gardens garden 

 

 

 
  

 

 


